PRANAVA ‘18

As pranava is reserved for our little kids, this year we came up with an initiative to provide academic kit to 100 Lower Primary School students, during our techno cultural fest IGNIZ’18 on 6 April 2018.

We had surveyed the schools in our neighbourhood and prepared the list of deserving students. All these students parents were informed prior one day of the event.

We were delighted with the presence of the kids with their parents at our techno cultural fest. They were served with refreshments as soon as they reached our campus. Further the kit was given to the students by film director Mr. Ebrid shine, Actress Nitha Pillai, Director Prof M Madhavan, Principal Dr Praveensal. The kit include all the academic necessities such as a bag, an umbrella, a pencil box, note books, and a water bottle.

After all the kids received their presents, they were guided to the canteen for their yummy biriyani!!

It was a great moment to bring smile to those kids.

SOME SHOTS FROM THE DAY:
For students of SCMS Engineering College, Karukutty, serving society is a part of education. They have been doing it for years through various projects. This year, they have come up with an initiative to help financially poor students in nearby schools.

This year, as part of Pranava '18, the social work wing Helping Hand Organisation (H2O) of SCMS Engineering College has organised an event on the campus to present the needy children with educational support. Helping Hand Organisation provided an academic kit to approximately 100 LP school students, during the vibrant national tech fest IGNIZ 2k18 held on the campus. The kit included bag, umbrella, pencil box and water bottle. Film Director Abir Ali and Thaamurum heroine Neetha Pillai were the chief guests on the occasion.

"The children were overjoyed to receive the kits. They have a brighter future. All students, irrespective of batches, took part in the project that was held on April 6 and 7. They selected students from nearby schools. Last time, they worked for the welfare of cancer patients," says the spokesperson.